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t comes as no surprise that most organisations have a
business intelligence/ analytics strategy in place, but
what is unexpected is that as much as a third are admitting
to not using their business intelligence effectively.
This is one of the key points raised in the ITWeb Adapt IT
Business Analytics Survey, focused on relevant strategies,
the success or failure of projects, and the viewpoints on
big data.
According to Richard Msweli, Durban Executive:
Operations at Adapt IT, a BI strategy is crucial in creating an
information-driven culture, and solution implementation
without strategy is no longer an option.
We also feature insight into BI in the cloud, and advice on
how the cloud is being used for critical processes including
backup, business continuity and disaster recovery.
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INSIGHT

How to hack a bank
Pulling off the perfect bank heist takes precision and planning,
with soft targets ripe for the picking.
The perfect bank job
Below are some plausible steps that cyber
crims could take in order to pull off the
perfect bank heist – without ever needing
a tommy or breaking a sweat – and getting
away scot-free.
Step 1: Scout for a soft target
The ripe victim has large collections of data
pools. These data pools are accessible via
RDP or even VPN. The target will also have
a large ‘network' of disparate systems –
nice and complex and nearly impossible
to manage or govern. Minimal evidence
of control mechanisms, like dashboards,
and signs of legacy processes, technology
and security practice. The ideal locations
have lax cyber security policy frameworks,
money-laundering regulations, and other
exploit-easy factors like non-extradition
agreements, unsecured border controls, etc.
Things like that!

By JARED VAN AST, Founder and MD of 10dot

Cloud Security

E

veryone wants to retire young, rich,
and… well, rich. But you need money for
that. And lots of it. And no one ever got rich
alone. It takes networks, planning, patience
and commitment, oodles of guts and a little
luck. There's no such thing as a get-richquick reality. Unless, of course, you steal it…
and more importantly, get away with it.
Any "operation" is just that – an operation.
There has to be a team of committed
role-players, and a tailored timeframe and
checklist to secure success. There have
been loads of reports of large hack-ops in
the press lately. What caught my eye (and
imagination) was the spate of recent SWIFT
network breaches, where cyber thieves
alleviated banks of billions of dollars.
These included banks such as Bank of
Bangalesh, Bank of Ecuador, Industrial &
Commercial Bank of China, Bank of Tokyo
Mitsubishi, UniCredit, Australia & New
Zealand Banking Group, United Overseas
Bank of Singapore, South Korea's Kookmin
Bank, and Japan's Mizuho Bank
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Cyber thieves
alleviated banks
of billions
of dollars.
Step 2: Obtain an ‘inside-man' (whether he
knows it or not)
Once a viable target is identified, it's time to
gain entry to the network. Social engineering
is the process of extracting confidential
information from individuals without
them knowing it. It's the systematic and
sometimes psychological process of relieving
people of passwords or other personal
information, so one can use that information
to fuel further fraudulent activity. There are
loads of techniques, like phishing, spoofing,
malware and ‘Web-bots'. E-mail and social
media are the most vulnerable points of
entry into a person's life and networks. A
company is most at risk due to its people and
their online behaviour. The fact is that most

people are untrained when it comes to secure
e-mail and social media practice.
Step 3: Get the tech
There are tons of freely downloadable
malware programs to choose from. But,
in the case of the SWIFT hacks, it seems a
custom piece of malware was developed
and systematically deployed in sniper-like
effort. These examples imply an intrinsic
understanding of the targeted banking and
SWIFT platforms and systems, processes
and underlying technology at a coding,
processing and governance level. These
attacks were highly orchestrated. Little
was left to chance, and every step, down to
escape and the automated removal of activity
logs, was carefully put into action.
Step 4: Go-time
The term ‘hack' is actually misleading, as
it implies a quick, ‘bubble-gum' approach
to solving problems. The SWIFT attacks
are highly sophisticated, targeted attacks,
absolutely customised to perform a very
specific range of crafted tasks.
Cyber thieves alleviated banks of billions
of dollars.
Successful attacks systematically map
out weaknesses in systems, processes,
technology, people, routines, and
then exploit. One could theorise that a
multifaceted approach is best – multiple
aligned tech attacks, targeting interrelated
people, processes and systems. Be on the
lookout for some ‘red herrings' that create
misinformation and misdirection – further
increasing the chances for a successful score.
Step 5: Get away with it
This is the tricky part. Finding fellow nostras
who can assist with laundering the spoils,
and ‘getting it disappeared' is new territory
for law-abiding guys like me. I personally
wouldn't know where to start looking for
those ‘contacts', save for asking the local
pawnshop owner if he ‘knows a guy'…
Step 6: Enjoy picking out your custom
super-yacht
Ah, the deep blue yonder. And how nice it
must be to enjoy sailing abroad, soaking up
the sights and sounds of the brisk breeze on
sharp, crisp sails. It sure beats swimming
with the fishes if all goes wrong.

Covering the continent
Daily news and analysis of Africa’s key ICT markets.
www.itwebafrica.com

First with IT news. Every day.
www.itweb.co.za
326 Rivonia Boulevard, Rivonia, South Africa
Tel: + 27 11 807 3294
Fax: + 27 11 807 2020

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
Joining the conversation dots
Having an online presence comes with responsibilities – and
opportunities – that many companies are not prepared for, says
Meyer Theunissen, business unit manager: Professional Services at
Bytes People Solutions. "Customers now choose the channels they
want to use, and expect an appropriate and professional response
in all cases." According to Bytes People Solutions, companies are
responding by providing solutions for the different channels, but
these are typically channel-specific and do not allow cross-channel
visibility of queries or requests. An example that clearly illustrates
the situation is the disconnect between marketing and customer
service interactions.
www.bytes.co.za

Ben Sheppard, Noscotek; Ian Lellyett; Tandi von Ruben, SA Woman's Open 2009 golf
champ; Ricky Pilz, Noscotek; and Sheldon Halgreen, Noscotek

Laserfiche supports
local schools in SA
On Friday 6 May, Laerskool Edleen hosted its annual golf day at
the Kempton Park Golf Club. This year, Laserfiche was the primary
sponsor for the event, covering the costs to host the event as well
as sponsoring the ninth tee with a R100 000 hole-in-one prize!
www.noscotek.co.za

Managing your IT
environment effectively
AgileCloud says in today’s economic climate – after recently
dodging the ‘potential downgrade to Junk Status’ bullet – all
businesses should have a few primary goals, including: focusing
on uncovering new revenue streams, optimising current processes
and reducing customer churn for the business. Managing an IT
environment is complicated, time-consuming and can be costly.
The team at AgileCloud helps customers by offering Managed
Care, a fully managed, cloud-based service that consolidates all IT
hardware, rental, maintenance and support requirements into a
single point of contact.
www.agilecloud.co.za

Stage2Data
driving
business
continuity
through
Redstor
Canadian-based private
cloud solution provider
Stage2Data has been
diversifying its product
offering in the Caribbean
and Canada following its
recent alliance with Redstor,
a global provider of cloud
Robert Kellerman, Redstor
backup service and data
protection solutions. “This increased demand on the cloud has
led backup becoming fundamental to any business irrespective of
industry," says Jacques Swanepoel, CTO at Stage2Data.
www.redstor.com
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Communication Genetics: essential
solution for digital dialogue
Communication Genetics is a South African-based leading provider
of customer communication solutions. Founded in 2008, this
progressive tech-centric firm is founded on years of communication
technology expertise and intricate knowledge of emerging markets.
It is focused on helping companies to discover innovative ways to
create dynamic, multi-channel touch points with customers. This
is done by combining its knowledge of next-generation solutions
and valuable insight into trends that are shaping today's digital
communication landscape. “By installing infrastructure at stateof-the-art hosted facilities or on-premises, we make high-end
solutions accessible and affordable," explains Fred Steinberg, MD of
Communication Genetics.
www.communicationgenetics.com

Being transparent during a crisis
Every organisation will experience a crisis of some sort during its
existence. Crisis management and how a major incident is handled
is one of the most crucial processes for an enterprise, says Dee Smith
and Associates. A major incident, which is one with a significant
negative business consequence, needs to be handled with a welldefined process, which is not currently clearly defined in existing
methodologies. If you have done crisis management training, then
it's likely that you are well prepared and the steps for managing a
crisis are documented in your business continuity plan. If not, at least
consider the most important factor in any crisis – communication.
www.deesmith.co.za

EMC announces libStorage
provisioning framework
EMC Corporation has announced libStorage, a vendor and
platform-agnostic storage orchestration, model and API. The first
open source technology of its kind, libStorage elevates storage
to a first-class and sustainable citizen within the container
ecosystem by providing universal and portable storage capabilities
for container and application platforms. Driven by EMC {code},
libStorage is the latest project in a series of EMC contributions to the
open source community designed to help solve challenges for open
source users. In addition to multiple projects contributed through
EMC {code}, EMC has also dedicated development resources and
leadership to open source communities and efforts such as Cloud
Foundry and OpenStack.
www.emc.com

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
VCE VxRail Appliance’s customer
adoption exceeds expectations
EMC announced customer adoption of the VCE VxRail Appliance
is exceeding expectations. VxRail Appliance is the only hyperconverged infrastructure appliance that is jointly engineered with
VMware and is fully integrated, preconfigured, and pre-tested for
VMware environments. With sales in more than 45 countries in
less than four months, VxRail Appliance is delivering simplicity,
scalability and automation at the right price point for small/
midsize data centres and for enterprise departmental and edge
environments. IT organisations in industries including finance,
government and public sector, retail, technology, healthcare and
manufacturing and distribution are choosing VxRail Appliance.
www.emc.com

Kyocera, top VAR, says ECM firm
Laserfiche
Kyocera Document Solutions SA has been awarded top
international value-added reseller (VAR) for Laserfiche for Q1
2016, securing its status as the top performing VAR in the world
outside of America. Kyocera Document Solutions SA has been
a VAR for Laserfiche since February 2015. In just over one year,
the business relationship between the two leading companies
has enabled many industries to experience optimised workflow
solutions. "We recently closed a deal with a well-known large
enterprise in southern Africa, which was made possible through
our partnership with Laserfiche," said JP Lourens, software
product manager at Kyocera Document Solutions.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

More gold for
Palladium

Stephen Corrigan,
Palladium Business Solutions

As the only Gold Partner in
Africa, Palladium Business
Solutions has achieved the
prestigious Acumatica Gold
status for the fourth consecutive
year. The company also won the
Acumatica International 'Partner
of the Year' award. Palladium
Business Solutions managing
director Stephen Corrigan says
Acumatica is the future of ERP.
www.palladium.co.za

SimpliVity ushers in
new era of IT infrastructure
SimpliVity, a leader in hyperconverged infrastructure, has released
first-quarter results that demonstrate a surge in enterprise
demand to run mission-critical applications on its hyperconverged
infrastructure. Compared to the first quarter of last year, SimpliVity
has increased its total customers by 177% year over year with a repeat
purchase rate of more than 30%, indicating the company's continued
leadership in this exploding market. The quarter was fuelled by
the company’s largest enterprise transaction to date - a Fortune 50
financial services firm that will replace all legacy IT infrastructure and
support all mission-critical applications on SImpliVity.
www.simplivity.com
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Time to tell how much you are worth
Last year, the ITWeb/CareerWeb IT Survey, which was run online
on ITWeb and CareerWeb, attracted over 5 000 participants.
The questionnaire takes less than 10 minutes to fill in. Ranka
Jovanovic, ITWeb's editorial director, said: "We have improved the
questionnaire and revised the job titles, skills and tech platforms
respondents can opt for. Most importantly, we have partnered
with a specialist remuneration consultancy, Emergence Growth,
which will add expertise and further rigour to the data cleansing
and analysis process."
www.itweb.co.za

Ben Kelly
appointed ITWeb
Brainstorm editor
ITWeb's Brainstorm has
appointed Ben Kelly as its editor.
A technology media veteran,
analyst, editor and writer, Kelly
started as features writer at
Engineering News and went on
to edit Computer Reseller News,
FinWeek's Communications
and Technology section, and
Ben Kelly, Brainstorm
its Platform magazine. He joins ITWeb after six years as Special
Projects editor at Mail & Guardian.
www.itweb.co.za

The Innovation Hub celebrates
Coachlab@Vaal graduates
Nineteen graduates were celebrated recently for successfully
completing one of South Africa's leading post-graduate leadership
and skills development programmes, CoachLab. One of The
Innovation Hub's core mandates is to develop skills and identify
unique talent in the young people who are driven, ambitious and
willing to contribute to the growth of the economy. Established in
collaboration with MICT SETA, the Jobs Fund, North West University
and other industry partners, CoachLab is a post-graduate leadership
and business skills development programme for ICT and engineering
graduates. It is a programme that focuses on bridging the skills gap
between tertiary education and the working environment.
www.theinnovationhub.com

Using Managed Care from
AgileCloud
AgileCloud’s second article in a series of three details how businesses
can leverage the company’s Managed Care service offerings to
align IT resources to core business. As AgileCloud explains, the
service offering requires no overhaul of existing infrastructure,
as the solution is a fully managed cloud-based services that
provides remote monitoring, management and support of existing
workstations and laptops. The service includes anti-virus, patch
management, helpdesk ticketing, telephonic support, systems
monitoring and remediation. Rent-to-own with wholesale pricing
on equipment is available. As an added benefit, it will also cover
installation and set-up fees, making the transition quick, seamless
and cost-effective.
www.agilecloud.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
Soarsoft International chooses
HubStor for cloud archiving

Ricoh SA Western
Cape
assembles
industry top dogs

Soarsoft International, specialists in information management
and Microsoft cloud solutions, has selected HubStor for nextgeneration cloud archiving. Under the agreement, Soarsoft
International will run a production deployment of HubStor in its
own Microsoft Azure account, and will work with enterprises
in the United Kingdom, Europe, the Middle East, and Africa to
market and sell HubStor subscriptions with complementary
managed services. "Our clients are looking for ways to become
more efficient and reduce their archiving and data protection
costs," says Chris Hathaway, Director, Soarsoft. "HubStor's
approach to cloud archiving makes it easy to solve the retention,
data governance, and search challenges.”
www.soarsoftinternational.com

TIBCO Spotfire’s
leadership
acknowledged

Thomas Been, TIBCO

TIBCO Software, a global leader
in integration and analytics, has
been recognised as an overall
leader in the seventh annual
Dresner Advisory Services'
Wisdom of Crowds Business
Intelligence (BI) Market Study,
receiving a perfect "Recommend"
score from customer respondents.
Thomas Been, CMO, TIBCO said,
"Our strategy is grounded in our
customer relationships.”
www.tibco.co.za

Jacques van Wyk, Ricoh SA

Ricoh SA is in the process of
assembling one of the most
powerful sales, technical and
operational teams in the document
imaging, managed document
services, and production print
industry at its Cape Town office.
“We have rationalised our
national operations by creating
opportunities for our business
partners,” says Jacques van Wyk,
COO of Ricoh SA.
www.ricoh.co.za

Microsoft gives Turrito
Networks the thumbs up
Microsoft has recently awarded Turrito Networks, a MICROmega
group company, OEM partner status, for its locally designed
CloudGate desktop computing device. The palm-sized computer,
that boasts impressive benchmarks surpassing that of PCs double
the price, is now available in a Windows 10 Home or Windows
10 Professional version. "Achieving OEM partner status with
Microsoft is one of the key milestones we have set in the business,
and supports us in providing not only a platform of choice for the
majority of educational institutions, homes and SME businesses,
but a cost effective computing alternative to traditional desktops,"
says Brian Timperley, MD and co-founder of Turrito Networks.
www.turrito.com

NETWORKING
Juniper
Networks to
deliver
on-demand
cloud
services
Juniper Networks,
an industry leader in
automated, scalable
and secure networks,
has announced Juniper Networks Cloud-Enabled Branch, a
transformative solution that will allow enterprises and managed
service providers alike to seamlessly create and automate delivery
of branch office networking services on-demand. As part of Juniper
Networks Unite, an agile enterprise cloud architecture, the new
solution suite helps companies accelerate deployment of real-time
services and applications, including SD-WAN functionality, across
branch locations incorporating network automation, zero touch
provisioning and an open platform. The suite includes security
capabilities to proactively identify and intelligently respond to
threats and enforce policies across all branch locations.
www.juniper.net
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Connectivity key to empowering
service delivery potential
According to the DFA, if the recent service delivery strikes have taught
us anything, it is that smarter waste management is a growing need.
Increased connectivity, however, can tackle this issue as cities aim to
become smarter through the use of Internet of things solutions. Service
delivery strikes highlighted a growing need for smarter solutions to
waste management. Many point to the possible answers that smart cities
can provide as the best way of tackling such problems. Key to creating
such a city is connectivity, with reliable, high-speed access (including
extensive usage of fibre) and the effective use of IOT lying at its core.
www.dfafrica.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

CHANNEL
Plantronics named
Mexico’s ‘Best Place to Work’

Linoma Software announces
updates to GoAnywhere MFT
SPI, the African distributor for utility software products and services
to the Open Systems segment of the IT industry, and the Sub-Saharan
Africa distributor for GoAnywhere products from Linoma Software,
have announced the latter's two significant enhancements in Version
5.2 of its award winning GoAnywhere Managed File Transfer software. A
new file transfer acceleration protocol called GoFast improves delivery
speed and reliability when compared to traditional FTP, and Domains
allows organisations to segregate users and workflows to provide an
additional layer of data security. The new GoFast protocol uses multiple
UDP channels to accelerate the movement of files between servers.
www.spi.co.za

Plantronics, a pioneer in audio and wearable technology, has
announced that its manufacturing and distribution facility,
Plantronics Mexico, has been named "Best Place to Work" in
Mexico among companies with 500 to 5,000 employees by Great
Place to Work for a sixth consecutive year. "Six years of consecutive
recognition speaks volumes about a culture at Plantronics Mexico
that is working," said Alejandro Bustamante, senior vice president
of operations at Plantronics. "The environment of trust that
we've worked hard to foster has not only created a positive work
experience, it's helped us meet business objectives that further a
sense of pride."
www.plantronics.com

AgileCloud
introduces Managed Care
AgileCloud says its Managed Care service offers proactive problem
resolution based on industry best practices, and will address the
cumbersome and time-consuming never-ending task that is IT
environment management. Managed Care is an AgileCloud fully
managed, cloud-based service that consolidates all IT hardware,
rental, maintenance and support requirements into one easily
managed single point of contact, the company attests. The key
differentiator: the product allows IT professionals the time to focus
on core business.
www.agilecloud.co.za
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ITWEB/ADAPT IT BUSINESS ANALYTICS SURVEY
By SUZANNE FRANCO

There’s no intelligence
without strategy
Most organisations have a BI strategy in place, but as much as a
third admit they are not using BI effectively.
Two phases of BI

“A business intelligence (BI) strategy is
crucial to creating an information-driven
culture,” says Richard Msweli, Durban
Executive: Operations at Adapt IT. “This
ensures that organisations are better
prepared to deal with issues associated
with BI implementation and adoption. A
solution implementation without strategy
is no longer an option.”
Msweli notes that BI implementation
and adoption is a journey and
organisations face multiple challenges
based on where they are in this journey.
“A strategy allows organisations to
focus on the reasons for embarking on
that journey and the problems thereafter
during implementation and adoption

RICHARD MSWELI, Durban Executive:
Operations at Adapt IT

I

TWeb, in partnership with Adapt IT,
conducted an online business analytics
survey to determine how prepared
organisations are to efficiently carry out
their business intelligence and analytics
strategies and to better understand how
South African businesses are dealing with
big data.
The survey, which ran online for
two weeks during April this year,
captured responses from a wide range of
businesses – a combined 42% are from
organisations with over 1 000 employees.
Most come from IT, financial, services or
government.
According to the survey results, the
majority of organisations do have a
business intelligence/analytics strategy
in place. However, as much as a third
admitted that they were not using their
business intelligence effectively.
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Many organisations
are already using
a combination
of these
environments.
phases. It facilitates the alignment
between organisation’s objectives,
business strategy, investments and
business intelligence,” he adds.
When it comes to the stage of the BI and
analytics roadmap, only 20% indicated
an advanced stage that includes big data,
with a further 12% having an advanced
strategy, but without having tackled big
data.
More than a quarter (26%) of
responding companies are only using an
enterprise-wide reporting tool, without a
Bi strategy in place.

“In principle, BI implementation
involves two stages, one being the
creation and the other being the
consumption of the BI data,” Msweli
says.
He adds that the effort involved in
a BI project varies depending on the
complexity and level of an organisation’s
maturity.
It’s not surprising the top three
objectives for successful business
intelligence/analytics within
organisations are operational efficiency
(70%), planning and forecasting (67%)
and success and strategy management
(56%).
“This finding shows that the key
objective for the BI implementation is
to improve the timeliness and quality
of information. However, it remains a
strategy-based initiative and hence the

ABOUT THE SURVEY
The 2016 Business Analytics Survey was run
online on ITWeb for a period of two weeks in
April, to determine:
1

If organisations have a business intelligence/
analytics strategy in place;

2

If the BI strategy incorporates big data;

3

The objectives of big data within organisations.

WHO RESPONDED
A total of 120 people participated in the
Business Analytics survey; 44% of the
respondents are operational managers, while
19% are in executive management positions.
· Organisations of all sizes, from a range
of industries, were represented, with an
overwhelming majority (66%) running their
business on a Microsoft platform.
·

ITWEB/ADAPT IT BUSINESS ANALYTICS SURVEY

DOES YOUR ORGANISATION HAVE A BI/ANALYTICS
STRATEGY?

WHAT IS THE STATE OF YOUR
BI/ANALYSTICS ROADMAP?
Yes
68%

No
32%

MOST COMPANIES
DO NOT HAVE
A BI/ANALYTICS
STRATEGY IN PLACE.

No BI/analytics strategy, just using
enterprise-wide reporting tool

26%

In progress

25%

20%

Advanced, including big data

12%

Advanced, but excluding big data

In design phase

In need of review

WHAT IS YOUR BI/ANALYTICS OBJECTIVE?
Planning and
forecasting

6%

IS YOUR BUSINESS INCORPORATING BIG DATA?
Operational
efficiency

28%

8%

No
52%

29%

23%
Success
and strategy
measurement

Yes
48%

20%
Marketing
and revenue
optimisation

WHAT IS YOUR BIG DATA OBJECTIVE?
64%

Apply analytics to gain new insights
Understand customer preferences, activities
or location
Improve service and operations by
harnessing the real-time nature of big data
e.g. through personalised offers

63%
56%
52%

Predict customer needs

48%

Improve customer retention

40%

Automate decision making
Optimise social media campaigns
Sentiment analysis on product
and/or company
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29%
26%

BUSINESS IT ANALYTICS SURVEY
WHERE IS YOUR DATA BEING STORED?
reason organisations need to align BI
with their business objectives,” says
Msweli.
Those companies that do incorporate
big data in their analytics strategy
do it for three key reasons: they are
applying analytics to gain new insights,
they want to understand customer
preferences, activities or location,
and they want to improve service and
operations by harnessing the real-time
nature of big data.
The survey also found that 54% of
respondents store their data onpremises. A small percentage (11%)
have opted for cloud, while a third of
respondents are using a combination of
on-premises and cloud storage.
“Many organisations are already
using a combination of these
environments. It all depends on the
business goals and the nature of their
applications,” comments Msweli.
“However, it’s not a one-size-fits-all
approach. Applications with longterm storage environments are suited
for public cloud, while apps using
shared storage that requires highperformance access to the file system
would be a good candidate for private
clouds.”
Furthermore, he says that if an
organisation has already invested lots
of money or resources in setting up onpremises environment, then they need
to evaluate if the migration is worth it.
“Hybrid cloud infrastructure brings
many benefits, including agility,
scalability and convenience (especially
if planning to customise storage and
networking components). Researchers
are predicting positive growth for
the cloud services market, including
a 23% compound annual growth of
hybrid cloud from 2016 to 2021,” notes
Msweli.
The majority of respondents (almost
80%) said their business requires
real-time business intelligence, and
most reported they have in-house
capabilities to provide analytics, data
warehousing, visualisation and data
sets that include big data.
So what do business look for when
selecting an enterprise BI/analytics
tool? First and foremost, it must meet
user requirements, and then it must
have web delivery capabilities and offer
good response time performance and
scalability.
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54%

11%

36%

On-premise

Cloud

Hybrid of on-premises
and cloud

MAJORITY OF RESPONDENTS STORE DATA ON-PREMISE, WITH FEW
INVESTING EXCLUSIVELY IN THE CLOUD

WHAT ARE YOUR TECHNICAL CRITERIA WHEN SELECTING A
BI / ANALYTICS TOOL?
78%

Meets user requirements

Response time
performance

61%

Web delivery capabilities

61%

59%

Data scalability

Integrates with existing
applications

57%

50%

Mobility

46%

Customisation

42%

User scalability

35%

Integrates with ETL tools

Multilingual support

18%

COMPANY NEWS

SOFTWARE
NetApp ranked second in global
all-flash array market

Looking to run a more efficient,
cost-effective business?

According to the IDC Q1 2016 Worldwide Quarterly Enterprise
Storage Systems Tracker, NetApp is growing much faster than
the all-flash array market as a whole, and has gained market
share versus the competition. "Flash solutions are changing
the expectations and economics of enterprise IT," said Gary de
Menezes, country manager, NetApp South Africa. "NetApp offers
the industry's broadest all-flash portfolio, allowing customers
to move towards an all-flash data centre while still using what
they've already deployed and leveraging the cloud. Our new Flash
Advantage 3-4-5 Program makes flash even more affordable,
efficient, and risk-free – and we guarantee it."
www.netapp.com

Who isn't? But in today's global marketplace, it's more difficult
than ever. When you run a truly global business, your organisation
can't afford geographic or organisational barriers limiting its
reach. You need a borderless business. And that's exactly what
the Innovo Networks converged services suite provides. Innovo
Networks' converged services include all forms of business
communications – including voice, presence, mobility, single
number reach, rich video collaboration and voice messaging –
into a single, unified system. It's a powerful way to give your
employees access to data, to each other, to your business partners
and to your customers, any time, and from virtually anywhere.
www.innovonet.co.za

Palladium enters the big league
with version 10
Palladium Business Solutions is launching Palladium Accounting
version 10, a feature-rich and powerful version that has propelled
Palladium into the next generation of ERP solutions. The company
has also maintained pricing levels that are typically associated
with lower-end, generic accounting solutions, extending the
net for more businesses to take advantage of these features. For
consumers, this means Palladium can help clients elevate their
businesses to the next level, at a highly affordable price. “Our
flexible customer terms functionality has been enhanced to cater
for instalment sale or hire purchase agreements,” said Stephen
Corrigan, MD of Palladium Business Solutions.
www.palladium.co.za

HelpSystems
acquires Linoma
Software

Massive
discounts
from QuickBooks
online
EasyBiz QuickBooks, the
leading small to medium
business accounting software,
proudly offered massive
discounts of up to 80% via
QuickBooks Online. By
subscribing to QuickBooks
Online at this hugely reduced
rate, users had even more
freedom to manage their
business anywhere, anytime,
on any device.
www.quickbooks.co.za
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SPI, the African distributor for
utility software products and
services to the Open Systems
segment of the IT industry and
the sole Sub-Saharan Africa
distributor for both Help/
Systems and Linoma Software,
has announced that Help/
Systems has acquired Linoma
Software in a move designed
to broaden the HelpSystems
security portfolio with
solutions that fit specific needs
and run on major operating
systems. “Growth in our
security business is strong
and we saw an opportunity
to expand our offering with
managed file transfer and
encryption," commented Chris
Heim, CEO, Help/Systems.
“Linoma provides industryleading solutions in both of
these categories.”
www.spi.co.za
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FastVan
expands
national
driver network
FastVan is pleased to
announce an upgrade to its
existing customer app, as
well as an expansion of its
national driver network.
FastVan is an exciting
FastVan expands national driver network
labour-saving app, which
allows users to gather instant quotes, compare prices and book
courier, local delivery and removal services tailored to their needs.
www.fastvan.com

Obsidian Systems brings open
source monitoring with Icinga
Leading provider of open source software solutions, Obsidian
Systems, is now the exclusive African reseller partner for Icinga,
a scalable and extensive monitoring system that checks the
availability of resources, notifies of outages and provides business
intelligence data. This means, with Icinga, your infrastructure and
application monitoring is taken care of, with the additional value of
alerts, reports or analysis of your data, and with all the benefits of
being an open source solution. Icinga's portfolio includes Icinga2,
Icinga Web 2, Icinga Web Modules and Integrations.
www.obsidian.co.za

Software AG launches
new Apama Community Edition
Software AG recently announced the availability of Apama
Community Edition, a free version of the Apama Streaming
Analytics platform, that enables developers to download the
Apama software, build streaming analytics applications and put
those applications into production. Apama Community Edition
contains most of the functionality and features of the premium
version and enables developers to run small-scale projects and
applications. Coupled with the release of Apama Community
Edition, Software AG has also started a new online community for
customers, prospects and advocates to interact and engage. The
Apama team will share a wealth of experience on best practices
and tips.
www.softwareag.com

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: CLOUD

All tied up
Cloud has the power to untangle the backup, business
continuity and disaster recovery knot.

STERGIOS SALTAS, MD of Striata SA

F

or many years, companies have spent
an enormous amount of time and
money on "what if" protection. The most
expensive items have historically been disaster
recovery (DR), business continuity (BC) and
backup processes – essential capabilities
for all companies. Service disruption, no
matter how short, can damage a company's
reputation, ruin client relationships and play
havoc in operational departments until full
functionality is restored.
As a process, running backups and
ensuring business continuity requires detailed
planning, processing, testing and verifying.
Each of these steps comes at a cost in terms
of human capital, software and hardware,
plus the costs and time associated with
replicating data and storing backups securely
offsite. Some companies also have minimum
requirements per region, which they must
consider when designing a backup strategy.
Cloud computing has allowed companies
to rethink many fundamental IT practices –
backup, DR and BC being three of these that
fit particularly well into a cloud architecture.
Cloud-based computing provides a faster,
more efficient and cost-effective alternative
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to onsite and offsite backup and DR. Cloud
infrastructure allows for quick and accessible
backups, making the recovery time far
superior to that offered by traditional backup
practices.

time, the provider will notify the company
that the document is reaching the end of its
retention period and can either be deleted or
allocated an extended time of life and remain
in the system.

Precautionary measures

Documents in symmetry

Typically, a company would have each of
its live processes duplicated on alternative
environments, so it could be "switched on" at
any time. This requires its own set of processes
to ensure the alternative environment will be
functional when needed – including version
control and DR simulations – which take up
a lot of time and resources. In the cloud era,
both primary and DR projects and their data
can be stored offsite and still be available
online.

This is a much more cost-effective solution
– companies don't have to invest in backup,
DR and BC infrastructure, saving on capital
expenditure. And because cloud works on a
‘pay as you use' basis, when documents reach
‘end of life', costs adjust accordingly and an
equilibrium is reached between documents
being created and those being purged.
Service disruption, no matter how short,
can damage a company's reputation.
Documents have different compliance
and privacy requirements based on their
content, which means the DR and BC solution
must also adhere to the relevant technical
environment, policies and procedures.
Having a cloud-based document storage and
retrieval system (primary and backup) means
legislative compliance becomes a factor in
selecting the service provider, rather than
an internal expertise requirement. Security,
availability, time of life and destruction
obligations become part of the selection
criteria and are detailed in a service level
agreement. Once the solution is in place,
ongoing compliance-related monitoring and
reporting is part of the service.
Adhering to industry standards such as ISO
27017 (cloud security) and PCI DSS can also be
a factor in selecting a cloud service, especially
for documents containing financial or medical
information. To provide customers and
stakeholders with the surety such a standard
brings, is certainly a competitive advantage.
Moving document management to the
cloud allows companies to leverage the
expertise of the cloud provider, offloading the
responsibility for DR and BC to a company
whose core competency is the seamless
transition between environments.
For IT departments, this means valuable
skills and resources can be refocused from
managing the backup, disaster recovery and
business continuity process, to managing the
engagement with specialist providers, and on
delivering the right service to the business.

Service disruption,
no matter how
short, can damage
a company's
reputation.
This extends to document management
in the cloud. Managing documents usually
results in a large volume of data that has to
be backed up and stored. A month's worth of
data could run into a terabyte of storage space.
This makes the backup process expensive,
because you effectively need three times
the capacity to cater for online, backup and
testing, creating redundant hardware that
can't be used for anything else.
Adopting a cloud-based document
management system removes this storage
and backup overhead. Documents are created
and stored in the cloud – offsite and online –
without any manual intervention or process
required on the company's part. Documents
are assigned a ‘time of life' when they are
created, and as they reach the end of that

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Your cloud BI strategy
Before adopting a cloud business intelligence solution,
a company must delineate its approach to the cloud BI concept.

B

usiness intelligence (BI) in the cloud is a
hot topic within many companies. As with
all new concepts, there is the inevitable level
of confusion and uncertainty regarding how to
proceed. To demystify the topic, I believe things
need to go back to the basics.
For many companies wanting to understand
BI and their cloud strategy, the first area of focus
would be on actually defining a viable ‘cloud
business intelligence strategy'. Only once the
strategy has been defined does it make sense to
evaluate the product(s) and associated vendor(s)
that can support this strategy – and from here,
to define the critical success factors for successful
cloud BI adoption.
Only when all of this is accomplished is the
company ready to start planning the physical
implementation. This is a lot to digest in one
Industry Insight, so let me start with what to
consider when defining a successful cloud BI
strategy.

Starting point

Reducing capital investment, by reducing
onsite hardware costs, is typically the first
business case considered for cloud BI.
This is closely followed by increasing the
speed and decreasing the cost of scalability.
Cloud BI environments are inherently scalable
in terms of storage, software licensing,
processing power, etc, and that scalability is
on-demand. This means the business can scale
up in peak times, during major marketing
campaigns, for example, and then scale back
down, when required, paying only for what
was used.
Reducing maintenance costs, via reduced
on-premises energy consumption, software
maintenance and upgrades or standby and
support are also valid IT-driven business
cases. In evaluating this business case,
however, companies need to be careful to
consider the human impact this might have on
making IT maintenance staff redundant. Care,
Never-ending story
consideration, and long-term skills transfer
What makes cloud BI a complex and confusing
need to be examined to minimise redundancy
topic? Well, to my mind, it is the long list of cloud needs, in line with this business case.
BI solution scenarios available to clients. Picture
The positive impact that cloud BI can have
this: a company decides to focus purely on the
on business continuity is growing rapidly in
data; this means it could look at an operational
the South African context.
data store or data warehouse, fully or partially,
A business case that sometimes does not
in the cloud. Alternatively, it could consider
get enough exposure is improving the IT
hosting the entire visualisation stack, or a partial adoption rate of new features. Traditional IT
subset thereof, in the cloud. For example, any
departments are, at best, on latest version
combination of operational, management and
minus one. Many clients, however, are two,
strategic level reporting and self-service analysis sometimes even three, versions behind.
can be hosted in the cloud. Additionally, many
Being cloud-enabled ensures companies
product vendors are now supplying cloud-based have access to the latest features, allowing
advanced analytics platforms – confusing, right? them to respond to emerging trends and take
To further compound the issue, certain
advantage of new features far earlier than
vendors can also accommodate the entire set
potential competitors, which are still using
of solution scenarios in their cloud technology
on-premises solutions.
stack, while others only address a subset of these.
Reducing resource costs and increasing
Added to this is the fact that certain vendors
productivity is a major factor to consider from
focus exclusively on supplying infrastructure in
the business point of view. Through improved
the cloud, allowing any combination of software collaboration, the business community can be
products to be installed.
more actively involved in creating and sharing
As a result, deciding on which approach to
content, freeing up traditional IT resources
take can be an overwhelming task and makes
and improving the end-user experience, all
defining the strategy extremely challenging.
while increasing information delivery times.
I believe navigating the myriad available
The positive impact that cloud BI can have
options successfully comes back to the basics –
on business continuity is growing rapidly in
which means gaining a clear understanding of
the South African context. Business continuity
the actual business case.
is improved as there is less dependence on
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JULIAN THOMAS, Microsoft BI divisional
manager at PBT Group.

local resources, so BI services can still be
available during local infrastructure outages.
These days, it is sometimes difficult to tell
where big data begins and cloud BI ends, given
the two are so closely intertwined. Cloud
BI enables big data integration, as it brings
organisations far closer to online big data
services. Many cloud BI products come with
built-in interoperability, with various cloudbased big data services. This means large volumes
of data can ‘stay' in the cloud, without having
to clog the local bandwidth and processing
capability.
Having understood the business cases that
are relevant to the company, it then becomes
important to understand the use cases where
cloud BI can be employed. These are typically
focused on collaboration; for example, regionally
and/or internationally distributed sales teams,
groups of departmental power users, etc.
Another area of collaboration, which is seldom
considered, is sharing BI with third parties
without having to expose the internal network.
The benefits of cloud BI can be virtually
limitless, but so too are the options and
permutations of a cloud BI implementation. It
is therefore critical to have a clear idea of what
is important to the business, now and in the
medium term, as doing so is the critical first step
in the cloud BI journey.

COMPANY NEWS

SECURITY
Companies must determine
‘cyber risk appetite’

Companies at
significant risk of
cyber incidents

RSA, The Security Division of EMC, has announced a new
framework designed for companies to inventory and prioritise cyber
risks. The framework, issued in a report RSA prepared with support
from Deloitte Advisory Cyber Risk Services, gives organisations a
new way not only to factor cyber risk into their overall risk appetite,
but to define the level of cyber risk they are willing to accept in
the context of their overall business strategy. As businesses strive
to improve performance, many of the fundamental moves they
undertake expose them to new cyber risks.
www.emc.com

Emerging threats take their toll
EMC Corporation has announced the results of new research
revealing that organisations are failing to appreciate the
growing challenges of protecting their data, and, as a result, are
experiencing the economic impact of data loss. New findings from
the EMC Global Data Protection Index 2016, an independent study
by Vanson Bourne of enterprise backup in 18 countries around
the world, revealed that, while businesses have been successful in
reducing the impact of the four biggest traditional data loss risks,
they are unprepared for new, emerging threats, which are taking
their toll instead.
www.southafrica.emc.com

The importance of SPF records
Crypto Ransomware such as Locky disguises itself as a script
(macro) within a document. When the document is opened,
the script runs, resulting in all files being encrypted and a
ransom demanded to decrypt the files. As the number of Crypto
Ransomware occurrences occur, users are becoming more aware
and careful of opening unknown attachments such as MS Word
documents or Excel Spreadsheets, says iSheriff. To fool users into
opening these attachments, a technique known as e-mail spoofing
is used. E-mail spoofing is where a user is fooled in thinking the
e-mail is from a friend or business colleague by falsifying the
"From" e-mail address.
www.isheriff.com

Amit Yoran, RSA EMC

According to the second
annual RSA Cybersecurity
Poverty Index, 75% of survey
respondents have a significant
cyber security risk exposure,
and incident response
capabilities are particularly
underdeveloped. Research from
RSA, The Security Division of
EMC suggests organisations'
overall perception of their
cyber-security preparedness
continued to lag.
www.emc.com

Five common
reasons
for corporate
data loss
There is no doubt that one of
the main assets of a company is
the data it stores. Information
about its customers, financial
or employee planning, among
other types of records, should be
adequately protected and available
whenever they are needed. For
this reason, companies that care
about such data should invest
adequate resources into protecting
it and recovering it in the event of
a serious incident, says ESET Southern Africa. But, how serious does
an incident need to be for vitally important stored data to be lost?
A recent study by Kroll Ontrack revealed interesting data gathered
using the company's data recovery tool.
www.eset.com

ENTERPRISE
EMC All-Flash portfolio momentum
accelerates customers

SimpliVity announces new solutions
to remote enterprise customers

Led by the blockbuster market entry and sustained rapid growth
of its leading XtremIO all-flash storage array, EMC has accelerated
its market-share lead in all-flash arrays, according to a recently
published Quarterly Enterprise Storage System Tracker by IDC.
In the all-flash array market, EMC's leading 40.3% market share
in vendor revenue for CYQ42015 climbed 4.1 percentage points
from the previous year. For the entire calendar year 2015, EMC's
37.7% market share for all-flash array vendor revenue is more
than two-and-a-half times the next competitor's market share.
This reinforces an industry-wide surge towards all-flash storage
solutions, as customers consolidate, accelerate and modernise data
centre infrastructures.
www.emc.com

SimpliVity, a leader in hyperconverged infrastructure revolutionising
enterprise IT, has announced two new remote office and branch office
(ROBO) solutions, OmniStack Solution with Lenovo System x for
Remote Sites and OmniCube CN-1400, to provide greater choice and
flexibility, centralised management and improved data protection
capabilities to enterprise and mid-market customers with remote
sites. SimpliVity's hyperconverged infrastructure takes the remote out
of ROBO by providing global unified management, which eliminates
the requirement for on-site IT expertise. SimpliVity consolidates all IT
infrastructure for virtualised workloads at remote offices, including
data protection, to simplify management and backup and restore data
over existing WAN links.
www.simplivity.com
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HARDWARE
Dallmeier installs largest
full HD video system
Dallmeier has installed the largest full HD casino video system
in the world, involving several thousand IP cameras at megaentertainment resort Studio City. The entire video security system
is based on IP technology and delivers outstanding full HD image
quality throughout. The system is used by the resort to monitor
every aspect of the entire Studio City integrated resort: gaming
areas, retail boulevards, hotel towers, entertainment venues,
Heart-of-House, cash areas and vaults, points-of-sale, car parks,
high security areas, external perimeter and all public areas.
www.dallmeier.com

Eskom tariff hike gives
businesses the shivers
ICT infrastructure company BT-SA has warned that the 9.4%
Eskom tariff hike will have a huge effect on businesses, especially if
they fail to streamline their energy consumption. Bertie Strydom,
MD of BT-SA, says it is widely accepted that electricity bills will
spike higher than usual this winter. "But it doesn't have to be that
way; there are plenty of simple ways to minimise the amount of
energy needed to heat your business or home and save a bundle of
cash doing it." Creating a smart office or home that optimises how
and when it uses energy, can have a positive influence.
www.bt-sa.co.za

Develop’s
ineo+ 227 mobile
printing flexibility

Develop SA ineo+ 227 colour system

Develop SA has launched the
new ineo+ 227 colour system,
the ideal printing solution for
futuristic businesses, as this
multifunctional device will help
make an office fit for continuous
change. The highlight of this new
colour device from Develop is
undoubtedly its state-of-the-art
mobile printing functionality,
says CEO Marc Pillay.
www.developsa.com

BMG implements K8 for
manufacturing divisions
BMG has been a customer of KCS SA for the past 10 years. They
are a leading supplier of engineering products including bearings,
belting, hydraulics, automotive, filtration, fasteners, drives
and motors, power transmissions and seals. By early 2005, the
company's legacy systems were reaching the end of their life,
and with the onset of systems with graphical user interfaces,
BMG issued a Request for Proposal for a replacement system.
After extensive evaluation and consideration for the project
management, implementation and support, K8 was chosen. The
new system, supporting a business handling over 8 000 sales
orders per day, went live on 1st August 2005.
www.kerridgecs.com
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MC412 Intelligent Router

Metacom unveils latest router for
GSM connectivity
Industrial and commercial communications operator Metacom
has unveiled the MC412 Intelligent Router platform, building on
the success of the highly regarded MC402 remote router. “With
the MC412 Intelligent Router, Metacom has developed a highly
integrated device with an extremely rich feature set,” says Marius
Vissere, business executive at Metacom.
www.metacom.co.za

SA leads the way
in tech advancements
CPS Technologies, manufacturer of indoor and outdoor server
cabinet and racks, has used technological advancements in its
manufacturing process to stay ahead of global trends. CEO Carlos
Vizcarra says: "Our server cabinets and server racks are now being
exported and in demand because of the favourable exchange rate
for buyers, as well as the exceptional quality. Locally, we work
with some of the largest manufacturers in various industries,
including the automotive sector, IT and mining. We have
manufactured premium quality server enclosures and accessories
for the likes of Mustek, Rectron and Eurobyte Technology.”
www.cps-africa.com

Ricoh SA rolls
out Leapfrog 3D
printers
Ricoh SA is making the Leapfrog
Creatr HS 3D printer available
in South Africa and providing
full consumable materials,
maintenance and support
locally for the product. The
company expects initial uptake
in South Africa to be strong in
the education and architecture
verticals with significant interest
from smaller engineering firms.
www.ricoh.co.za

Leapfrog Creatr HS 3D printer
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TECHFORUM
Cloud:
the strategic
differentiator

Richard Vester, EOH

Embarking on a cloud journey
isn't just a means of doing the
same things more efficiently;
it's an opportunity to vastly
improve IT services, and
deliver them in real-time. So
says Richard Vester, director
of Cloud Services at EOH,
adding the IT community isn't
harnessing the full strategic
value of the cloud.
www.eohcloud.co.za

Is on-demand security today’s
(cyber) silver bullet?
Malware production averaged 45 million new strains per quarter
in 2015, and the total number of ransomware samples grew 127%
in the past year, says Steve Woodhams, Borwood's CIO. IDG
QuickPulse recently surveyed enterprise CIOs on their companies’
use of security solutions, finding a trend towards network-based,
always-available security services that provide flexibility and
negate the risk of investing heavily in products that are, perhaps,
not quite needed or useful across the enterprise. According to the
survey, over 60% of respondents confirmed that one (or more)
on-demand solution had already been adopted by their companies,
while another 20% are currently piloting solutions.
www.borwood.com

Availability solutions key
to maximising trade time
The impact of an outage is potentially disastrous as it poses a very
real threat to both the future of the business as well as people's jobs,
says Brendan Widlake, business development executive at Stratus
Technologies. "While globally more and more large-scale corporates are
embracing the reality that availability solutions are no longer merely a
nice-to-have, particularly when it comes to critical applications that
are revenue and reputation related, the same is not true of the midtier companies that comprise the majority of South Africa's business
landscape. In most instances, local mid-tier companies simply aren't
equipped to deal with downtime and outages.”
www.stratus.com

Russell Hollick, SYSPRO
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Contact centres they are a-changing
The days of direct sales agents cold-calling unsuspecting members
of the public with irrelevant offers are numbered. Technology and
customer-centricity are combining to change the way contact
centres approach their sales and service tasks, says Ed Reddy,
business unit manager of Bytes People Solutions' Horison contact
centre. “Direct sales, which is the marketing and selling of products
and services directly to consumers away from a fixed retail location,
has traditionally been associated with cold calling and spamming.
That is coming to an end as contact centres harness technology and
data mining to strategically drive sales and efficiencies."
www.bytes.co.za

The future of networking is here
Enterprise networks are growing and increasing in complexity, and
demand on corporate networks has never been higher. As a result,
network management has become a complicated and resourceintensive endeavour. Jurumani Solutions' Neil Malan says this doesn't
have to be the case. "The same way the cloud made provisioning of
infrastructure like data centres, storage, etc, easier, it has enabled a
whole new world of simplification for networking. Cloud networking
is the future of networking, providing centralised management,
visibility, and control without the cost and added complexity of
controller appliances or overlay management software."
www.jurumani.com

Embracing the mobile world
According to Eddie Carpenter, CTO at MobileData, companies
are converging on using the mobile phone as a central platform
for delivery. In fact, he says, mobile technology has become the
central point of tying once disparate industries together. So, where
will the focus be in the coming months?
www.mobile-data.co.za

Your iPad is IPv6 future ready
Technological advances are a bit like gravity. It affects you even
when you are not thinking about it. While gravity is great for
necessities such as rainfall, it can also be bad for you when you step
off the edge of a cliff. Similarly, the advent of IPv6 technology is
an important and necessary development, but only for those who
know how to mitigate its risks, says Edward Lawrence, Business
Development Director, Workonline Communications. Those who
like to fiddle around with their iPad settings, or read the IT pages
from time to time may have noticed mention being made of IPv6.
www.workonline.co.za

Youth Day
highlights
IT skills gap

Identifying, reducing
hidden costs of business

Russell Hollick, Chief Software
Architect at global ERP provider,
SYSPRO, software development
skills remain in short supply
globally and especially locally. He
says it is up to the private sector
to expand and develop this small
talent pool. “Education is the key to
solving all of our problems,” he said.
www.syspro.com

Implementing a managed print services solution will allow companies
to reduce their hidden print costs and improve efficiency within the
organisation, says Ryan Harper, MPS Business Unit manager at Printacom.
One of the last hidden costs in your business is none other than
avoidable print-related expenses, and within these costs is the amount
of unnecessary printing that occurs in an organisation every day, not to
mention the time allocated to managing and maintaining the printer fleet.
"A good MPS begins with a service provider that takes the time to properly
understand the customer's philosophy and culture,” he says.
www.okisa.co.za
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INTERNET
PaySpace goes live
with new website,
dedicated channel
PaySpace, a South African based
Human Capital Management service
and Payroll Software provider
that services companies and
organisations through Africa and
Europe, has gone live with their new
look Web site which strategically
accompanies the release of the
first two videos that form part of
an ongoing ‘PaySpace Tutorial and
Thought Leadership' series.
www.payspace.com

Bruce van Wyk, PaySpace

SA, China conclude Internet
roundtable session
The deputy minister of telecommunications and postal services, Prof
Hlengiwe Mkhize, and the vice-minister of cyber space administration
of the People's Republic of China, Wang Xiujun, concluded a successful
South Africa-China Internet roundtable in Durban, eThekwini. The
deputy ministers were accompanied by delegations that included
representatives of government departments, state-owned companies,
members of the private sector, ICTs, small, micro and medium-sized
enterprises (SMMEs), industry associations, advisory bodies and other
government agencies. The roundtable took the form of a series of public
meetings between the delegations, wherein they explored possible
areas of co-operation and partnerships. Opportunities to incubate ICT
SMMEs were also explored.
www.dtps.gov.za

Putting
Africa first
on the Internet
measurement
map

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Spark Ventures standardises
service with BMC’s Remedyforce
BMC, the global leader in IT solutions for the digital enterprise,
has announced that Spark Ventures is using BMC's Remedyforce
solution to manage and support the back-end infrastructure
that powers a new generation of consumer and business digital
services. "We had a number of incident and change management
challenges and knew we needed a comprehensive service
management solution, so we looked at the Gartner Magic Quadrant
during our selection process and BMC was listed as a leader," said
Peter Yates, head of IT and operations for Spark Ventures and five
of its start-ups. “With Remedyforce, we’ve managed to resolve
those challenges.”
www.bmc.com

Edward Lawrence,
Workonline Communications

Availability and security of
the Internet are likely to be
boosted in Africa following
a three-way partnership
to gather Internet data for
network operators. Layer 2
Internet Exchange Point (IXP)
NAPAfrica and Workonline
Communications, a provider
of wholesale IP transit and
transport services based in
Sub-Saharan Africa.
www.workonline.co.za

SOFTWARE
Esker
announces
new mobile
application
SPI, the African distributor
of utility software products
and services to the Open
Systems segment of the IT
industry and the Southern
African reseller for Esker,
a leader in document process automation solutions, has announced
the release of Esker Anywhere, a new mobile application that
gives managers the ability to review, approve, and reject purchase
requisitions and supplier invoices while out of the office. The
application, available 24/7 for free on Apple or Android devices,
helps businesses further speed up the review and approval cycles of
invoice and requisition processing, as well as improve efficiency in
the purchase-to-pay (P2P) cycle.
www.spi.co.za
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Next-gen cloud
key to Acumatica’s
Africa Summit 2016
Acumatica, the fastest-growing
cloud ERP company, hosts its first
regional integrated solutions providers
showcase, featuring innovative,
cloud-based business software built
on Acumatica's Cloud ERP (enterprise
resource planning) platform. More than 120 partners, customers and
prospective customers will experience innovative solutions with deep
vertical-specific expertise, in areas such as retail, manufacturing, business
intelligence, human capital management, warehouse automation,
supply chain management and document management. "Businesses and
organisations, both medium and large, want robust software solutions
that can help their management empower their people to make the right
decisions, maintain profitability and build a sustainable future ahead,” says
Laurent Dedenis, president, Acumatica International.
www.onechannel.co.za

Events Calendar
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SMART COMPUTING
By: SIMNIKIWE MZEKANDABA

Govt commits to ICT
access in schools
A U G U ST
ITWeb Enterprise
Mobility 2016
Date: 24-25 August 2016
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

O C TO B E R
ITWeb IT Sourcing and
Vendor Management
2016
Date: 4 October 2016
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

ITWeb Digital Economy
Summit 2016
Date: 11 October 2016
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

SIYABONGA CWELE, Telecoms minister

G

ITWeb Brainstorm CIO
Banquet 2016
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overnment is determined to ensure the
country's schools have access to smart
technologies to facilitate training for learners and
teachers in critical ICT skills.
This is the word from telecoms minister Siyabonga
Cwele, who noted South Africans need to understand
ICT has become an enabler of economic development
and social inclusion.
Cwele's comments follow the handing over of a
connected mobile ICT lab to the Dennis A Mokoma
Secondary School in Mabopane, Tshwane.
"This modern mobile ICT lab will enable our learners
to access educational content, provide them
with connectivity to the Internet and assist with
facilitating training and learning," according to
Cwele.
"Our former president Nelson Mandela understood
we need to ensure all our people have access to an
Internet connection, particularly those who come
from the townships and rural areas.
"The mobile ICT lab…contributes directly to
our vision of a connected SA, where all citizens
participate in the vibrant knowledge economy and an
inclusive information society."

Govt engagement
The Dennis A Mokoma Secondary School is the latest
school to receive ICT facilities in recent months.
Various government departments as well as private
sector players have been involved in providing
connectivity and rolling out smart devices in many of
the country's rural schools.
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Dennis A Mokoma's ICT lab is equipped with 21
laptops, an interactive white board, projector,
printer, speakers and four desktop workstations
for educators, according to Cwele.
As part of its "Connected Schools" programme,
Telkom will provide the ICT lab with 50GB of data
for the next two years to connect the laptops and
enable WiFi use by learners and educators on the
school premises.
"All our schools must be connected to fast,
reliable and affordable Internet.
"Access to the Internet, which is one of the
greatest equalisers of our time, will ensure a child
in Mabopane has access to the same educational
content as a child in the wealthier suburbs of
Pretoria East," Cwele stated.
Telkom will also provide training for the
educators and learners on how modern tools and
connectivity can be incorporated into classroom
teaching and learning.
The key challenges we face in Africa are poor
connectivity and resistance to adoption of ICT
due to a lack of providing training to those who
must use the technology, Cwele noted.

Connectivity for all
Government is working hard to connect all South
Africans to fast, reliable and affordable broadband
by the year 2030 through the SA Connect national
broadband strategy and plan, he said.
The country's government adopted the SA
Connect policy in 2013.
SA Connect aims to deliver 100% broadband
connectivity to all schools, health and
government facilities by 2020. The objective is to
also deliver widespread broadband access to 90%
of the country's population by 2020, and 100%
by 2030.
The project has been divided into two phases,
with the first phase starting in the remotest
districts of our country.
Phase one aims to connect all schools, health
facilities, government offices, Thusong Centres
and post offices to fast, secure and alwaysavailable broadband services. Meanwhile, phase
two will connect all the remaining districts,
including the metros.
Despite the year-long delay to implement phase
one of SA Connect, Cwele noted progress is being
made to connect all South African citizens.
"We want our learners to study and become
systems developers, engineers to design and
manufacture affordable ICT hardware such as
tablets, and even IT specialists."

BUSINESS
By: EVOLUTION PR

In2IT's learnership
enters second phase

I

n 2015, In2IT launched a learnership programme
for qualifying engineering, ICT and related
graduates and soon-to-be-graduates, which
puts them through rigorous and comprehensive
training and provides them with the practical skills
necessary to become IT professionals.
The successful programme is now entering its
second year, and 35 newly skilled IT pros have
already entered the workplace, with more to come.
In2IT's goal is to grow a pool of suitably skilled IT
resources from which they can draw to fill their
own staffing needs, as well as those of other IT
companies, both in South Africa and abroad.
"The learnership programme provides essential
practical skills to bridge the gap between
completing one's studies and entering the
workplace," says Cleo Gnawa, Project Manager
at In2IT. "Our programme is designed to provide
qualifying candidates with a hands-on practical
knowledge of IT in order to make them employable
and give them the experience they need to easily
find work in their chosen area of expertise."
The seven-month programme comprises two
levels. The first takes place in a classroom, and
includes practical components such as business
communications and interpersonal skills, as
well as training in networking, IT security, data
centres and software. The second level comprises
dedicated training in the learner's chosen specialty.
For example, a student who expresses aptitude
and interest in networking will undergo CCNA
training. In the final months of the programme, the
learners shadow a mentor in the field, coming into
contact with customers and gaining valuable work
experience.
"Skills can be taught," says Saurabh Kumar, MD
at In2IT, "but talent can't. We look far and wide for
that talent to ensure we find the best South Africa
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has to offer and candidates are
selected from a wide range of
tertiary institutions. In2IT is
also focusing their attention on
upliftment, drawing suitable
candidates from FET colleges in
local and rural areas."
Qualifying candidates are
chosen based on their grade
and capabilities, but their
circumstances and background
also form a part of entry
criteria. "We will not ignore a
promising student with marked
IT skills where, perhaps,
language has been a barrier to
excellent grades," elaborates Gnawa. Once the
candidates have been pre-selected, they undergo
extensive interviews to confirm their suitability,
attitude and drive before being accepted into
the programme. In much the same way as an
internship, the learnership offers candidates an
entry level salary so that they are free to dedicate
100% of their attention to the programme.
"We are so proud of the 35 trainees who have
already completed the programme," says Gnawa.
"These 35 have been offered permanent positions
at In2IT and we have another 15 finalising their
training in June this year whom we hope to
employ." It is In2IT's goal for the programme to
train and create upwards of 200 employable and
capable IT professionals by June 2017. Gnawa
confirms that not all of these professionals will be
employed by In2IT; however, those who are not
should have no difficulty finding great positions
following completion of the programme.
"We encourage our peers to partner with us
in this endeavour, either in offering to employ
our trained candidates or in creating similar
learnership opportunities," says Gnawa. "If
more South African IT companies get on board,
we would have less need to recruit beyond our
borders, and we would have a skilled IT labour
force that is world class."
With the world becoming increasingly digital,
and as technology entrenches itself into everyday
life, the need for successful and meaningful
initiatives like In2IT's is great. Many companies
currently source IT skills from outside of our
borders, and the bigger – and more competent –
South Africa's IT resource pool grows, the less we
need to rely on the rest of the world to provide
them, boosting our economy and IT industry in
one fell swoop.
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Top
Jobs
BI Analyst

NEDBANK
Microsoft SQL server – T-SQL
8 years relevant
Business Intelligence experience
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 266794

Sales Manager

SET CONSULTING
Operating within a highly dynamic,
competitive and fluctuating software
sales market, managing the selling of
software products
Gauteng
R540,000 to R660,000 pa
Ref No: 267191

Hyperion Consultant
with OBIEE

KINGDOM PERSONNEL
PROFESSIONALS
Our Large Financial Corporate is in
search of a Hyperion Specialist
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 266859

Programmer

JASPER CONSULTANTS
We are looking for an experienced
programmer who is able to code in
ASP, Java, SQL, CSS and HTML
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 266909

Strategy Management
Consultant, Dubai

SET CONSULTING
At least 5 years in management
consulting with a large and ideally
global firm
Dubai
R750,000 to R1,000,000 pa
Ref No: 267199

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294

COMPANY NEWS

TELECOMS
High cost of
‘free’ faxing
According to Pangea
Communications many
users in South Africa have
subscribed to a free faxto-mail service, whereby
one gets a fax number
from any of many providers, which delivers incoming faxes to an
e-mail address inbox. Unfortunately, these services are not free to
the sender of the fax, and it appears that some service providers are
providing an inferior service that results in the sender of a fax to
these ‘free fax numbers' paying much more than they should. Free
fax-to-mail services have proven to be hugely popular in South
Africa, with more than a million users signed up.
www.pangea-comm.co.za

Nebula launches
OneView to optimise telecoms
Large enterprises have fast-paced and intricate telecoms
environments that are becoming overly complex and difficult
to manage as the rate of technology innovation increases.
By implementing the correct tools, however, it is possible to
provide in-depth visibility and full control over the enterprise's
telecoms usage, spend and performance. Nebula, a leading
South African telecoms innovation firm, has been creating
massive savings and optimisation for enterprise businesses
with its new Enterprise Mobile Management Service OneView,
a Microsoft-certified, cloud-based telecoms life cycle
management platform. The complete multivendor system
provides an independent view of the entire internal telecoms
environment in a business.
www.nebula.co.za

WHITE PAPERS
The battle for virtualised workloads

The need for
hybrid networks

A white paper issued by SimpliVity asserts that hyperconverged
infrastructure and public cloud computing are two of the fastestgrowing segments of the IT industry. TechTarget recently surveyed
IT professionals in Western Europe to assess preferences for these
infrastructure approaches. Despite the widespread enterprise adoption of
public cloud services, the survey indicates that European IT professionals
favour hyperconverged infrastructure over public cloud computing
services for mission-critical workloads. Key takeaways of the survey
include that respondents prefer hyperconvergence over public cloud for
critical workloads by a wide margin, and nearly half of respondents say
their data centre infrastructure is a year or more behind the market.
www.simplivity.com

SOFTWARE

The network is now at
the heart of everything
businesses do, according
to a white paper from
Orange Business Services.
It is no longer enough for
the enterprise network
to simply provide access
to applications hosted in
corporate data centres.
www.orange-business.com

FINANCIAL

Affordable business software
now available in the cloud

Minister Cwele welcomes Telkom’s
annual financial results

Cloud-based business applications now offer viable alternatives to the
unwieldy, inflexible, and expensive systems that have long dominated
this sector. Cloud ERP vendors like Acumatica are now offering costeffective solutions to companies that cannot afford the traditional
onsite software. Acumatica is already having a disruptive effect on the
ERP market by offering easy-to-use, sophisticated, flexible and highly
mobile applications. It also won the prestigious PC Magazine Editor's
Choice Award: ‘The Best Enterprise-Class General Ledger Accounting
Software of 2016'. Palladium Business Solutions managing director
Stephen Corrigan says the business solutions market is fast moving
beyond the era of traditional software.
www.palladium.co.za

The Minister of Telecommunications and Postal Services, Dr
Siyabonga Cwele, welcomes the Telkom's annual financial results
for the year that ended in March 2016. "It is most pleasing to see
the strong performance Telkom has achieved in such a competitive
national and global environment. We welcome that Telkom has
performed steadily over the past four years, especially given that
there were suggestions that it be sold. The current share price is
a demonstration of the correctness of government's decision to
keep its investment in the company.” He said the transformation at
Telkom provides useful pointers on how to change the fortunes of
state-owned companies.
www.dtps.gov.za
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NEED A NEW
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Register your CV at www.careerweb.co.za
and find that new challenge.

ITWeb is an indispensable source of news, information and insight
for those who make technology investment decisions, for companies
that provide technology solutions or services of any kind,
as well as for investors and tech enthusiasts.
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